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Introduction: A critical step in the planetesimal formation process is the growth of solids from the sub-millimeter to meter scales. It has been suggested that this
growth is enabled by the collisional aggregation of dustcoated chondrules [1,2], the igneous, spheroidal inclusions found in chondritic meteorites. The dust coatings,
known as fine-grained rims (FGRs), are hypothesized to
form from accretion of nebular dust onto chondrules
[3,4]. FGRs may have enabled chondrules to stick together and form the building blocks of asteroids, and
thus provide insight into the collisional history of chondrite parent bodies. However, the mechanical evolution
of FGRs, and in particular the compacting processes that
turned fluffy FGRs into low-porosity structures observed in the laboratory, remain poorly understood. The
aim of our work is to fill that knowledge gap by investigating the early FGR accretion stage, as well as the
more energetic aggregate- and parent-body-compaction
stage.
In order to achieve our goal, we are performing numerical simulations of dust coagulation and of compaction of chondritic material. We are also determining the
3D morphology of FGRs from samples of minimallyaltered CO, CR and CV chondrites. In this way, our laboratory measurements will provide a benchmark
against which our simulations can be contrasted. Specifically, we are focusing on three FGR properties: porosity, thickness and grain alignment.
Methods: Numerical. 1) Initial FGR structure. We are
using a discrete-element code developed at CASPER [57] to simulate accretion of both ellipsoidal and spherical
micron-sized dust grains onto millimeter-sized chondrules. In particular, by using ellipsoidal grains we are
able to determine the preferred alignment of dust grains
within FGRs, in addition to FGR porosity and thickness
(Fig. 1). 2) Collision-induced FGR compaction. In order
to calculate the effect of parent-body collisions on FGR
compaction within chondritic material, we are employing the iSALE2D shock physics code [8-10]. Chondrules are treated as zero-porosity forsterite disks embedded in a porous dunite matrix. A proof-of-concept
simulation setup for unrimmed chondrules is shown in
Fig. 2. The next step is to surround chondrules with porous dunite FGRs. This is work in progress.
Experimental. We are in the process of measuring
FGRs within a suite of CV, CR, and CO chondrites that
have experienced limited aqueous alteration and thermal metamorphism. Rim porosity will be calculated
from electron probe microanalysis analytical totals. Rim
thickness will be calculated from 3D measurements of
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Figure 1: Rim growth on a 100-𝜇m-radius patch on the
surface of a 700- 𝜇m-radius chondrule using a) ellipsoidal and b) spherical monomers. Data from horizontal slices through the rims are used to calculate the porosity and grain alignment as a function of the distance
from the chondrule surface.

Figure 2: Snapshot of a shock wave traveling from top
to bottom through a mixture of unrimmed chondrules embedded in a porous matrix. The shock is applied to the
surface z = 0 mm at time t = 0 s.
FGRs in X-ray computed tomography (XCT). Grain
alignment will be computed by a fabric strength parameter [11] calculated from electron backscatter diffraction.
Preliminary Results: Numerical. 1) Initial FGR structure. In Fig. 3 we show that rims comprised of ellipsoidal monomers (with a 3:1:1 aspect ratio) are more porous than rims comprised of spherical monomers with
the same volume. The larger average cross-sectional
area makes it more difficult for incoming elliptical monomers to pass through and fill in the pores. Final rim
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Figure 3: Radial profile of FGR porosity for rims
made of ellipsoidal and spherical monomers.
porosities will be examined through simulation of
rimmed-chondrule collisions and shocks.
2) Collision-induced FGR compaction. Figure 4 shows
the behavior of bulk porosity of the chondritic mixture
of Fig. 2 as a function of shock strength, which is parameterized by the impact speed between two parent
bodies of the same dunite composition. The fractional
area occupied by the (unrimmed) chondrules is 0.2. The
three curves represent three different times after impact.

Figure 5: XCT scan of CO MIL 07193. White arrows
indicate prominent fine-grained rims.
studying impact-induced FGR compaction, iSALE will
be modified to allow the inclusion of rims surrounding
chondrules, similarly to [15].

Figure 4: Mean bulk porosity of the chondritic mixture
of Fig. 2 as a function of parent body impact speed, at
three different times after impact.
As expected, the mixture becomes more compacted as
the impact speed increases.
Experimental. We have scanned 2 COs (MIL
05024 and MIL 07193) and 2 CVs (RBT 04302 and
RBT 04143) with XCT, all of which contain
rimmed chondrules (Fig. 5). We are in the process of
segment-ing out the chondrules and their rims for
measurement of 3D FGR rim morphology and to check
for evidence of impact compaction among the
chondrules and rims [12,13].
Future Work: Additional numerical simulations of
FGR accretion will be performed with the LIGGGHTS
granular mechanics code [14], in order to capture the effect of FGR restructuring. Numerical studies of FGR accretion like these can be used to calibrate collisional experiments of FGR formation that use chondrule analogs,
such as we are also designing (please see abstract titled
“Experimental Study of Chondrule Rim Formation” by
T. Hyde et al. in this Conference). For the purpose of
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